
1. Optical Design  

Location: Yuyao, Zhejiang, China 

Job Description:  

1. Be responsible for optical scheme design of new products and formulate corresponding 

assessment standards to ensure the products can be introduced into mass production; 

2. Design evaluation of optical system, tolerance analysis and cause analysis of bad 

problems; 

3. Be responsible for the optical design of new products in TS phase, including ghost analysis, 

improvement, parameter analysis, to determine whether the final product meets the design 

objectives; 

4. Assist the engineering department in ES stage work, provide technical support, so that 

products can be quickly introduced into mass production or problems can be solved in time; 

5. Provide corresponding technical support and service for customers; 

6. Study the development trend of product market, learn relevant frontier technology, and 

apply it to specific product design; 

7. Complete the work assigned by the superior. 

Key Qualifications: 

1. Master's degree or above; 

2. Major in optics; 

3. English as working language; 

4. Be proficient in using ZEMAX / code V and other optical design and analysis software, and 

have basic mechanical and CAD knowledge; 

5. Have strong ability of creation, special research and execution; have calm and meticulous 

personality. 

Contact: 

jtdingjy@sunnyoptical.com 

 

2. Micro/Nano Optical Engineer 

Location: Yuyao, Zhejiang, China 

Job Description:  

Responsible for the process development of lithography / etching / nano imprinting / 

deposition / packaging / lamination / inking / cleaning based on wafer level micro optical 

components, including research on process flow and related glue materials: 

1. Development, introduction and trial work of new products, and introduction of feasible 

mass production scheme; 

2. Responsible for the confirmation, design and distribution of relevant process flow, 

technical standards and documents; 

3. Organize process optimization, routine and mass production difference analysis of new 

product trial, and formulate and promote stable production plan. 

Key Qualifications: 

1. Bachelor degree or above, science and engineering background; 

2. Have mechanical / physical / optical / chemical basis; 

mailto:jtdingjy@sunnyoptical.com


3. Experience in lithography, dry wet etching, nano imprinting, deposition, packaging, 

lamination, inking, cleaning and other semiconductor processes is preferred; 

4. Serious attitude and steady work; 

5. Students with strong learning and practical skills are preferred. 

Contact: 

jtdingjy@sunnyoptical.com 

 

3. Product Manager  

Location: China/U.S./Germany 

Job Description:  

1. Research and analysis of target market, industrial chain, etc; 

2. Define product specifications and lead development; 

3. Product promotion and iterative planning. 

Key Qualifications: 

1. Proficient in English listening, speaking, reading and writing; 

2. Proficient in project management process; 

3. Proficient in market research methods and techniques; 

4. Good communication skills and ability to guide customers; 

5. Good planning ability; 

6. Strong pressure resistance, strong sense of responsibility. 

Contact: 

jtdingjy@sunnyoptical.com 

 

4. Market Development  

Location: China/U.S./Germany 

Job Description:  

1. Market environment research and analysis, clear target market and target positioning; 

2. Target customers and make development plan; 

3. Identify target market / customer requirements and define requirements; 

4. Product definition based on requirements; 

5. Product promotion of target customers. 

Key Qualifications: 

1. Proficient in English listening, speaking, reading and writing; 

2. Excellent market development ability; 

3. Proficient in market research methods and techniques; 

4. Good communication skills and ability to guide customers; 

6. Good planning ability; 

7. Strong pressure resistance, strong sense of responsibility. 

Contact: 

jtdingjy@sunnyoptical.com 
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5. Accountant  

Location: Vietnam 

Job Description: 

1. Assist in the registration and establishment of the new company, bank account opening, 

tax and Investment Bureau registration, and financial matters related to the company's early 

stage of establishment. 

2. Responsible for the accounting and tax declaration of sunny Vietnam photoelectric new 

company. 

Key Qualificaitons: 

1. Familiar with Vietnamese accounting standards. 

2. Familiar with Vietnam tax policy. 

3. Fluent in English or Chinese. 

4. Holding the certificate of chief accountant of Vietnam is preferred. 

5. More than 2 years of chief accountant experience is preferred. 

Contact: 

jtdingjy@sunnyoptical.com 

 

6. Project Management  

Location: Yuyao, Zhejiang, China 

Job Description:  

1. Be responsible for participating in the review of project technical scheme and evaluating 

the feasibility of project implementation; 

2. Set up a project team according to the company's project requirements, and be 

responsible for the effective management of the specific project team; 

3. Be responsible for formulating specific project implementation plan, and effectively 

control the project according to the plan, such as quality, cost, risk point and schedule 

control, etc; 

4. Be responsible for the good maintenance of the relationship between all parties in the 

process of the project, coordinate the resources of all aspects of the team, and ensure the 

smooth progress of the project; 

5. Complete the work assigned by the superior. 

Key Qualifications: 

1. Bachelor degree or above, science and engineering background, English as working 

language; 

2. Have strong plan making and execution ability, good communication and coordination 

ability, problem analysis and solution ability. 

Contact: 

jtdingjy@sunnyoptical.com 

 

7. Sales and Marketing  

Location: Yuyao, Zhejiang, China 

mailto:jtdingjy@sunnyoptical.com
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Job Description:  

1. Responsible for market information collection, including macro environment information, 

project information, competitor information, sales activities follow-up; 

2. Cooperate with the business situation to complete customer maintenance and specific 

project promotion; 

3. Be responsible for the project promotion, and assist the project manager to be responsible 

for the new project promotion of the customer or business; 

4. Be responsible for the business and daily affairs, responsible for the business processing 

and customer visit of the clients or businesses; 

5. Other work arranged by the leader. 

Key Qualifications: 

1. Bachelor degree or above; 

2. Science and engineering background in optics, mechanics or marketing related major; 

3. Proficient in English / Korean / Japanese, or overseas study experience is preferred; 

4. Love electronic products; 

5. Strong sense of customer service, high sense of responsibility and security awareness; 

6. Excellent interpersonal communication and coordination ability, public relations ability, 

observation and adaptability, good interpersonal relationship building and maintenance 

ability. 

Contact: 

jtdingjy@sunnyoptical.com 

 

8. Project Management  

Location: Yuyao, Zhejiang, China 

Job Description:  

1. Project feasibility analysis, and develop project objectives and resource plans 

2. Set up the project team and divide the management 

3. Responsible for upstream and downstream communication and coordination 

4. Formulation, implementation process monitoring and adjustment of project plan 

5. Project benefit management and project summary 

Key Qualifications: 

1. Proficient in English listening, speaking, reading and writing 

2. Proficient in project management process 

3. Proficient in market research methods and techniques 

4. Good communication skills and ability to guide customers 

5. Good planning ability 

6. Strong pressure resistance, strong sense of responsibility 

Contact: 

jtdingjy@sunnyoptical.com 
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